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were recorded on the areas marked by the boxes in (a) and (b), which provide images with successively smaller scale for both the conduction AFM as well as the STM measurements. The data confirms again that there is no recognizable correlation between the STM topography map and the distribution of bright patches in the conduction AFM images (top row). The data also shows that the observed surface is pristine (terraces are observed) and that an atomic scale structure of the conduction AFM current distribution exists which is indicative of either the influence of the crystalline silicon lattice or the presence of highly localized surface defects, e.g. silicon dangling bond states. We repeated the experiments described by Fig. #S1 and performed STM and conduction AFM experiments various times at various places of the given sample as well as different samples obtained from the same wafer. Figure #S2 (a) and (d) are the conduction AFM and STM images already shown in Fig. #S1 (b) and (e), respectively. These data sets are here compared with conduction AFM and STM images shown in and Fig. #S2 (b) , (c), (e), and (f) obtained on different samples at different measurement days that were nominally prepared under the same conditions and from the same silicon wafer. The images were acquired under nominally identical measurement conditions. The STM images (lower row) show that all three measurements reveal different surface point defect densities. While we did not further study the nature of these point defects as well as conditions which favor or suppress their generation, a comparison of the observed densities as well as their increase over time with data of previous UHV studies of c-Si (100)-(2x1) reconstructed surfaces suggests that these are due to water adsorbates [SS1] . We note that the point defects observed here are of different nature than the silicon dangling bond states at Si/SiO 2 interfaces discussed in detail in the main text because the areal densities of those silicon dangling bond states does not change with time under nominally identical UHV conditions. In contrast, the AFM conduction images (upper) reveal that the larger current patch sizes and spatial distribution are approximately the same. The AFM conduction images also reveal fine structures within these patches. The AFM and STM images show that the terrace steps in the reconstructed surface do not correlate with the location of the large patches. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the patches are caused by P donors. Figure #S1 , (a) The data set displayed in figure #S3 shows 6 images that were measured consecutively at the identical area, yet with different tip heights and different bias voltages. It is confirmed from all these repeated images that the influence of lateral tip-drift at 4.3K is insignificant and thus, it does not appear to play any role in c-AFM images. As can be seen, the contrast is similar for all the images except for Fig. #S3(c) where the current becomes undetectable. Details of the measurement conditions are given in the figure caption. 3V, 1.2V, and 1.1V, respectively. Panel (d) figure S2 (e). The data sets show how both, the presence of phosphorus atoms near the surface and the higher dangling bond density at step edges modulate the current. Figure (d) clearly confirm the occurrence of highly localized current maxima which appear in larger, nm-range patch-like structures attributed to the P donor atoms. In contrast to the samples without native oxide, the density of localized maxima within the patches on the oxidized sample is significantly less dense than those observed on the bare silicon surface. The localized maxima indicate electronic states which are electronically coupled to a nearby P atom. We attribute the brightness (current) variations of these point-like states to different transition rates between these states and the P atoms and thus, to their physical distance to a nearby P donor state. The very small localization and the discreteness of the fine structure observed within the P induced current patches is consistent with highly localized dangling bond [SS2], [SS3] states at the surface of the c-Si crystal or within the thin silicon dioxide network. The clustering of these highly localized electronic states within the patches is indicative that these states are connected electronically to a phosphorus donor state. Thus, while silicon dangling bonds likely exist at homogeneous densities throughout the observed sample areas, electric current is observed only through the highly localized surface states when they are connected to an adjacent P donor. As the P donor in closest proximity of the surface states is then connected to other P donors deeper in the bulk, the percolation paths that allow the observed currents are formed.
, (e), and (f) where measured at a bias voltage of 1.2V with lower force feedback set-point that resemble an average ~1Å increase in the tipsample gap successively from (d) to (f). Note that the panels (b) and (d) are two independent measurement and therefore taken at different tip-sample gap. The surface topography of these images is given in

Ångström-sized local current maxima
Phosphorus donor state accessibility by a Pt probe in a c-Si/SiO 2 system
Figure #S5 displays calculation results of the elastic tunneling rate from a Pt tip to a localized P donor state in a c-Si substrate as a function of the physical depth of the donor state from the surface for different tip-sample gap sizes using a static probe. The analytical model for these calculations was discussed by Zheng et. al., [SS4] . In this calculation the P donor was approximated by a finite spherical potential well width of 6nm diameter (approximately twice its Bohr radius) and a depth 0.055eV below the c-Si conduction band. With this configuration, the singly occupied ground state is 40.1meV below the conduction band, in agreement with literature values for P donor electron [SS5], [SS6] . Figure #S5 shows that a tunneling rate of one charge carrier per microsecond at 4.3K can be achieved for a donor depth of 12nm with a tip-sample gap of 3Å. This corresponds to a 160 fA tunneling current, well above the detection limit of the current preamplifier used in the experiments.
Figure #S5: Calculation of the electron tunneling rate from a Pt tip to a localized P donor electron state as a function of state depth for different tip-to-sample gap sizes. As expected, the tunneling rate decreases exponentially with depth. At a gap size of 3Å, electrons can tunnel as far as 12nm for a tunneling rate of 1e/μs, corresponding to a tunneling current 160fA.
Reproducibility and uniqueness of I-V curves
While current-voltage (I-V) curves measured with conduction AFM at different sample locations and conditions fall into four characteristic groups as discussed in the main text, all conduction AFM experiments have shown excellent reproducibility of I-V curves when measurements were repeated at identical sample locations and nominal experimental conditions. In order to demonstrate this reproducibility, repeated experiment were conducted at local current maxima. Figure S6 displays the results for repeated I-V curves conducted at two different locations. For each of these locations, only very small differences between each of the measured I-V curves were observed. We attribute the small differences that are observed to the finite thermal drift of the cantilever probe as it moves slowly away from the selected defect state. Defect-1 and defect-2 represent two independent current maxima at different locations pertaining to examples if I-V functions represented by the qualitatively similar data in Fig. #5(c) and (a) , respectively. Each experiment was repeated seven times.
Figure #S6: Repetition of current-voltage (I-V) measurements using conduction AFM for two randomly chosen surface locations 'Defect-1' and 'Defect-2'. While the two locations display different I-V characteristics, they display very reproducible characteristics for each location. Each curve has identical vertical axes. Since the curves are offset along the vertical axis, no vertical axis level is printed in the plot.
Since dangling bond states exist at the interface between the c-Si and silicon dioxide as well as within the silicon dioxide, they are all unique due to the randomness of their individual microscopic environment (the continuous random network of the amorphous silicon dioxide). This is the reason that one would expect to see equally random variations in the I-V curves obtained on different dangling bond states. This is further supported by the fit of the distribution of measured energies of the dangling bond states with published data, as shown in Fig. S4(h) . The first row shows single flat plateau I-V curves, the second row shows singleplateau I-V curves with negative slope, the third row displays monotonous diode-like I-V curves, and in the fourth row another single double-plateau I-V curves is presented. Comparing the data sets within each row shows that within each category, there are still significant quantitative differences. For instance, for the single flat plateau curves displayed in the top row of Fig. #S7 , the onset and endpoints as well as the width of the plateaus are different for each data set. Similarly, the magnitudes of currents vary from a few hundreds of fA to a few pA. Comparing the second row data sets (single plateau curves with negative slope at the plateau), each plateau occurs at different current magnitude and the slope of each plateau differs from each other. Also, the curves in the third row qualitatively look like with diodes but both the magnitude of current and the turn on voltage different from each other. The last row displays double plateau curve. These were observed only 30 times among the more than 800 measured I-V curves. Figure #S8 displays IV curves from three different qualitative IV curve categories, measured at both positive and negative polarity of the tip-sample bias. For each of the displayed IV curves, the current in the forward direction (positive polarity) is significantly higher compared to the current with reversed biased (negative polarity). Fig #S8 : I-V curves with both positive and negative bias for surface locations displaying a flat-plateau, a Schottky behavior, and a shoulder-plateau, respectively. In all cases, the forward bias produced significantly higher current compared to negative bias where little to no current was observed. In general, the IV curves are always diode like. Figure #S9 displays a band diagram of the P-doped c-Si/SiO 2 interface in presence of a nearby metal probe placed at a tip-sample gap distance (d= ~3 Å) above a thin SiO 2 layer with thickness (b= 2-3 Å [SS7, SS8]) on a phosphorus doped silicon substrate. It is assumed that electrons can percolate to a back contact, even at low temperatures, as the substrate is highly doped with phosphorus donors. Within the c-Si, the Fermi energy will be above the donor energy level, yet below the conduction band. The AFM probe tip behaves like a bulk metal. When the bias applied to the tip is positive and sufficiently large in magnitude such that the Fermi energy in the probe is below the energy of an interface defect state, a continuous current is established consisting of transitions from the P donor into the interface defect followed by a transition from the interface defect into the metal. Note that when the bottleneck transition in this cascade is the P-donor to defect transition, a change of the probe's Fermi energy will not cause a change of the overall current. Thus, a flat plateau will be observed in the I-V curves within a positive bias range. 
Model hypothesis for the observed "single-flat plateau" I-V characteristics
IV curves without native oxide silicon surface.
Figure #S10 displays IV curves measured at different locations on a silicon surface without any oxide. The average dangling bond density on such an unterminated surface is significantly higher compared to a silicon surface with oxide layer. It is therefore conceivable that the dangling bond states couple to each other and many current percolation paths from the P-donor state to surface dangling bond states are possible for any location across the surface, possibly even involving delocalized surface state. This leads to an overall increased current which, even if detected locally with a scanning probe tip, essentially reflects macroscopic bulk conductivity. The IV characteristics shown in Fig. S10 supports this picture: At any position, the IV functions resemble a Schottky-diode characteristics, never displaying the plateau features observed for oxidized surfaces. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the plateau features are caused by microscopic bottleneck transitions due to charge percolation through a few well-defined localized electronic states. 
